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STORY AND PHOTOS BY DENISE SAK AKI

FRESH PASTA
PASTA & CO.

Pasta is a mealtime favorite,
and fresh pasta is a special
treat. But what if you don’t
have the appliances or knowhow to make it from scratch?
A self-described gourmet takeout and food shop, Pasta &
Co. offers handmade pasta, as
well as freshly prepared frozen
or ready-to-eat meals, and a
full deli with a seasonal menu.
Fresh pasta includes vermicelli,
linguine and fettuccine noodles,
as well as filled pastas like
ravioli, tortellini and dumplingstyle gnocchi. They include
handy instructions for cooking
the pasta, since each style has
its own unique preparation.
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DETAILS: Open daily; check
locations for specific hours;
pastaco.com

WHERE Locations in
Bellevue, Renton and Seattle
DETAILS: Open daily;
uwajimaya.com

DRY-AGED STEAKS
GOLDEN STEER CHOICE MEATS

A local, independent butcher shop in business since 1968,
Golden Steer is a favorite of home-cook carnivores. They
specialize in beef, most notably their house dry-aged steak,
giving you that signature intense flavor from a chophouse
restaurant in the comfort of your own home. Be sure to
peruse other items, like fresh cuts of beef, both whole
and ground, along with their addictive smoked jerky and
pepperoni. Their site has an online order form, but it’s
beneficial to visit the shop, talk to the butchers and see
what specials are available.

DETAILS: Open daily; goldensteer.net
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Thai, Chinese, Vietnamese
and Japanese are well-loved
cuisines, and people want to
cook them at home, but the
average grocery store may
not have all the necessary
ingredients. When Uwajimaya
opened in 1928, the mindset
behind the specialty market
was to educate shoppers
about Asian food and
offer a friendly, welcoming
experience. This intent
carries through today — the
stores are well-organized
and simple to navigate. Find
shelves of dry noodles, whole
and ground spices, preserved
pastes, sauces and curries,
and fresh sushi-grade fish.

WHERE 15255 N.E. Bel-Red Road, Bellevue
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ASIAN GROCERY
UWAJIMAYA
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WHERE Locations in Bellevue
and Seattle
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INDIAN GROCERY
AND BAKERY
MAYURI FOODS

STOCK YOUR
HOME BAR
BEVMO!

Indian cuisine is full of complex,
aromatic flavors that home
cooks strive to duplicate in
their own kitchens. Mayuri is
a longtime favorite specialty
grocer, focusing exclusively on
Indian products and ingredients, with the convenience of
one-stop shopping. They stock
popular import brands and
snacks, USDA Certified Organic
foods, fresh vegetables and
whole spices, and the Redmond
location offers a bakery that
serves chaat (sweet and savory
snacks made with fried dough)
and desserts.

If you fancy yourself a home
bartender, or wish to stock your
fridge with the latest local microbrews, BevMo is your shopping
destination. A superstore of beer,
wine and spirits, it carries a wide
variety of domestic and international options. They also have
convenient last-minute party
supplies like ice, disposable
plates and cups, and light snacks.
A unique thing about the Washington BevMo locations is their
growler stations, where you can
have a 64-ounce glass growler
filled with local beers or ciders
from a bar of taps. Each location
has different selections, so call
ahead to see what’s available.
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PLACES TO
SHOP FOR
INGREDIENTS
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WHERE Locations in
Redmond and Bothell
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WHERE Locations in Redmond,
Bellevue, Issaquah and Seattle

DETAILS: Open daily;
mayuriseattle.com

DETAILS: Open daily;
bevmo.com

ORGANIC/
SUSTAINABLE
INGREDIENTS
WHOLE FOODS MARKET
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Eating clean and responsibly
isn’t just for New Year’s
resolutions; it’s a regular way
of life for many people, and
often the biggest challenge is
navigating the grocery store.
Whole Foods Market takes
out the guesswork by making
sure the products on its
shelves adhere to high-quality
standards and have easy-todecipher labels. It offers over
25,000 organic products and
over 8,000 non-GMO Project
Verified items, and their strict
set of guidelines for produce,
meat and other sundries is
standardized across all stores.
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WHERE Locations in
Redmond, Bellevue,
Lynnwood and Seattle
DETAILS: Open daily at 7am;
check locations for closing
times; wholefoodsmarket.com
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PRE-PREPARED
MEALS
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You’ve been in one (or all) of
these scenarios: too tired to
cook after a long day of work, or
a last-minute dinner date night
at home. You need a proper
meal — and fast — and a frozen
TV dinner or a trip to the drivethru won’t do. QFC is a lifesaver
with its pre-prepared small
meals, usually located in the
meat/seafood section. Options
vary by location, but you can
find items like crab cakes,
meatloaf and stuffed chicken
breasts, perfectly seasoned and
ready for your oven to make it a
meal. It’s the ideal combination
of freshly prepared dining, with
minimal fuss and cleanup.
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WHERE Locations throughout
the Eastside and Seattle
DETAILS: Open daily, 24 hours;
qfc.com
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